Introduction

In 2017, Florida overtook New York to become the state with the largest Puerto Rican population in America. This milestone serves to illustrate just how much political influence the Puerto Rican diaspora has come to exercise, even though Puerto Rico itself has no vote for president.

Puerto Ricans are American citizens from birth. They carry U.S. passports, serve in the U.S. military, and pay some taxes to the federal government, even though their situation is different from U.S. states. Florida and national presidential candidates cannot afford to overlook Puerto Rican voters, who have become concentrated in Central Florida, in the state’s all-important I-4 corridor. When courting these voters, no candidate can afford to ignore the strong opinions they tend to retain about Puerto Rican statehood, revealed in multiple opinion surveys in recent years.

This is an especially important truth given that most presidential candidates’ — and all Republican presidential candidates’ — paths to the White House pass through Florida. Add to this that Central Florida has been the key to winning the state for decades.
This white paper examines these crucial Floridian voters’ attitudes toward Puerto Rico’s status. It does so by analyzing a series of surveys among Puerto Rican Floridian voters, in hopes of determining what kind of messages, especially on statehood, are likely to succeed or fail.

In the end, one very reasonable conclusion is that the adoption of even just a certain tone on this topic could make or break a presidential candidacy, throwing tens of thousands of votes one way or another in a state that tends to be won by the slimmest of margins.

History of Puerto Rico’s status

In 1898, amidst the Cuban struggle for independence from the Spanish Empire, the U.S.S. Maine exploded in Havana Harbor. Although the causes remain unclear to this day, Congress quickly decided that Spain was to blame and declared what we now refer to as the Spanish-American War.

Spain, already a moribund international power for a century, and further weakened by multiple internal wars of succession, was utterly incapable of defending its remaining overseas possessions. American victory took less than four months, resulting in both Cuban independence and U.S. control of Guam, the Philippines, and Puerto Rico.

The sudden inheritance of these Spanish possessions abruptly presented a unique political dilemma for Americans. The United States had been born in an act of a rejection of foreign control. Unlike most European nations, it had no history of taking overseas colo-
Puerto Rico also fields its own teams in international sporting events such as the Olympics and the World Baseball Classic, as if it were an independent country.

Meanwhile, Puerto Ricans are eligible for entitlements such as Medicare and Social Security (they do pay the FICA or payroll tax), as well as federal welfare programs such as food stamps and Medicaid. Meanwhile, in federal law, Congress has seen fit to treat Puerto Rico as a state for some purposes but not for others.3

In the time since the adoption of its constitution, Puerto Rico has held multiple advisory referenda on statehood. So far, none of them have convinced Congress to move forward with creating a 51st state.

In 1967, given a choice between statehood, independence, and a vaguely defined "commonwealth" option, 66 percent of Puerto Ricans chose "commonwealth." It bears noting here that the word "Commonwealth" is itself controversial. Advocates for statehood complain that it is used to convey a vague, implicit promise that Puerto Rico can become more than just a territory, so long as it avoids becoming a state. This is why Rep. Jose Serrano, D-N.Y., disparaged a version of the "Commonwealth" option in a 2007 congressional hearing as "a letter to Santa Claus."4

In 1993, a plurality again backed commonwealth status, but by a much smaller margin — 49 to 47 percent. Support for statehood had grown, but not into a majority.

In a 1998 referendum, 47 percent again backed statehood, which lost to "none of the above" — a choice urged by statehood opponents — at 50.5 percent. A 2012 referendum took a different approach. Offered a "yes or no" choice on the status quo, 54 percent voted "no." It is on the basis of that result that many pro-statehood politicians now argue that the island's commonwealth status lacks popular legitimacy. However, on the second ballot question regarding what should be Puerto Rico's new status, 27 percent of voters left the question blank. If these ballots are not included, then 61 percent chose statehood; if they are, then only 44 percent did so, with 24 percent choosing "free association," and 4 percent choosing "independence." Thus, this referendum also failed to settle the question or prompt Congress to act.5

Ahead of the most recent referendum in June 2017, polls showed support for statehood as high as 52 percent. But opponents boycotted the plebiscite, such that 97 percent chose statehood amid turnout of only 23 percent. In numerical terms, there were about 300,000 fewer votes for statehood this time than there had been in 2012. Thus, Congress again disregarded the result of this non-binding vote, leaving Puerto Rico with its current status.

Politics of statehood

The politics surrounding statehood is very different within and outside of Puerto Rico — and that applies whether or not you happen to be Puerto Rican.

Within Puerto Rico, the statehood debate is defining, contentious, and poorly understood by outsiders. It comprises the main point of disagreement between Puerto Rico's two major political parties, which do not line up cleanly with the national U.S. parties.

Recent polls suggest that roughly half of current Puerto Rico residents support statehood—48 percent according to a poll taken in September 2018. A series of Anderson Robbins Research polls in Puerto Rico between December 2014 and April 2018 pointed to higher levels of support for 'seeking statehood'—between 58 and 68 percent at any given time reported being 'strongly' or 'somewhat' in favor.7

The last three "resident commissioners" elected to represent Puerto Rico in Congress have all been advocates for statehood and members of the pro-statehood New Progressive Party (PNP). However, while in Washington, two of them (including the current one, Jenniffer González) have caucused with House Republicans and one with House Democrats. Their predecessor caucused with the Democrats and was a member of the more left-wing, anti-statehood Popular Democratic Party (PPD).

Advocates of statehood argue that, in addition to full political rights, it will confer upon the island additional political stability. This, they argue, would attract much new investment, in addition to opening the way for the island to receive between $1.7 billion and $5.4 billion in additional federal spending in Puerto Rico over the current level, according to a 2014 report by the U.S. Government Accountability Office.8 Statehood would increase federal health care spending in Puerto Rico and boost spending on food security and health care for the poor.

Statehood opponents of all stripes frequently attack the other side for viewing statehood as a cure-all. The more radical ones, often without saying so explicitly, cling to the idea of independence, at least as a potential long-term option that would disappear forever in
the event of statehood. The more moderate ones tend to limit their arguments to the additional fiscal autonomy that commonwealth status permits over statehood. After all, San Juan gets to collect nearly all of the tax money that would flow to Washington, D.C. if Puerto Rico were a state. In the event of statehood, they would presumably have to lower local taxes as residents came to pay more to the federal government — between $3.6 billion and $7.8 billion more, according to the same GAO report referenced above.

This is only a broad sketch of how statehood is debated within Puerto Rico, but it’s a different story outside of the territory. For most mainland Americans not of Puerto Rican extraction, the issue of statehood has little direct relevance. Yet on a national basis, Americans broadly (66 percent) support welcoming this territory as a new state.9

Support for statehood among Floridian Puerto Ricans is similarly high — in some polls higher, depending on exactly how the question is asked. A March 2019 Anzalone Liszt Grove (ALG) survey found that 77 percent would support statehood “[i]f the U.S. Congress offered” it.10 An Equis Survey in October 2019 found support at 57 percent,11 and a 2017 survey of this same geographic and demographic group by Voter Surveys and Consulting found support at 66 percent.12

Again, this result contrasts with the more evenly divided results of the variousreferenda of the last 30 years within Puerto Rico, and with recent polling that shows roughly 48 percent support among those living there.13 One possible explanation is that Puerto Ricans who have moved to the mainland, especially amid the island’s current exodus, are self-selecting in that they have chosen statehood with their feet. As we will see below, the vast majority of Floridian Puerto Ricans identify the island’s uncertain status within the U.S. as a major reason for its problems. Those frustrated by this might be among the most likely to leave.

In Washington, the strongest opponents of statehood fall into two categories. One consists of very left-wing Puerto Rican politicians who represent mainland constituencies. Until his retirement in 2019, Rep. Luis Gutierrez, D-Ill., was probably the most vocal opponent of Puerto Rican statehood in Congress. Along with Rep. Nydia Velasquez, D-N.Y., he strongly opposed the latest referendum, arguing as early as 2013 that an up-or-down referendum on statehood would unfairly exclude other options, such as independence. Although he no longer explicitly supports independence, Gutierrez has argued in interviews that Puerto Rico should aspire to a status that is more independent than the current one — an autonomous nation that has a “treaty” and a “friendship” with the United States.14

Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, D-N.Y., also of Puerto Rican descent, has tried to split the baby, arguing alternately that statehood would guarantee better congressional attention to Puerto Rico, and that current efforts toward statehood amount to “imposing” it in a colonialist or imperialist fashion.15 However, she has also hinted that she would support and honor the result of a binding referendum on the question.

It should be noted that there are also Puerto Rican Democrats in Washington who support statehood, such as Serrano and Orlando-area Rep. Darren Soto.

The other category of statehood opponents consists of conservative Republicans. This strain of opposition extends back a very long way, and relies on various arguments — for example, that it would linguistically divide America, increase government spending on the island, and increase Democratic power in Congress.16

President Trump has not necessarily embraced any of these ideas but, in a September 2018 radio interview with Geraldo Rivera, he did declare himself an “absolute no” on statehood. It is unclear just how serious he was, because the comment was based on his feud with San Juan Mayor Carmen Yulin Cruz (ironically, a stridently anti-statehood politician) in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria.

"With the mayor of San Juan as bad as she is and as incompetent as she is, Puerto Rico shouldn’t be talking about statehood until
Puerto Rico today

Those unfamiliar with its history and current events might view Puerto Rico’s arrangement as the best of all worlds. Its residents pay no federal income tax yet have access to federal benefits; its government bonds are completely tax-exempt; it enjoys unfettered free trade with the world’s largest economy; its residents can move freely back and forth between the island and the U.S. mainland for any purpose whatsoever.

Yet in practice, this has not turned Puerto Rico into some kind of offshore American paradise. To the contrary, in the 20 years since 2000, its population has declined by 16 percent. For perspective, at the turn of the century, Puerto Rico had nearly twice as many residents as Utah; as of 2019, Utah had surpassed it.28

Far from being the result of any one event, the mass flight from Puerto Rico has been going steady over two decades, running through the Great Recession, ramping up after Hurricane Maria, and well into the recent U.S. economic boom. In 2016, the U.S. Census Bureau reported that 273,000 homes in Puerto Rico were vacant — 18 percent of the island’s housing stock.29

So why this massive population drain? Some blame the 1996 repeal of a key federal tax exemption on the profits of Puerto Rico-based companies. Some argue that the 33 percent top marginal territorial tax rate — far higher than that of any state — has played some role in discouraging business formation and relocation, offsetting the inducement of zero federal income taxes.

Statehood advocates (and most mainland Puerto Ricans) argue that the island’s uncertain and ambiguous status is a harmful source of economic uncertainty. However you care to explain it, Puerto Rico is suffering...
from a complex web of both acute and chronic social and economic problems that the mainland U.S. has not been experiencing.

Puerto Rico’s unemployment rate before the coronavirus — 7.7 percent as of November 2019 — was a vast improvement over the 12 percent rate of December 2016 and the 17 percent peak in May 2010. But it was also more than twice that of the U.S. as a whole (3.5 percent). And unfortunately, the improvement over time is entirely down to the rapid decline in the number of people seeking jobs in Puerto Rico. The number of actual jobs on the island had declined by 9 percent over the last 10 years, such that there were 80,000 fewer jobs at the end of 2019 than there had been in February 2010, the month when the overall U.S. labor market bottomed out after the Great Recession. For Puerto Rico, the downturn was and is bottomless.

Crime rates in Puerto Rico are, sadly, much higher than the national average, although they have not gotten significantly worse in the last ten years. The murder rate, at 20 per 100,000 residents, was four times the national average in 2018 and nearly four times that of nearby Florida.

Due to long-term fiscal mismanagement, the island’s government and its politics have been consumed this decade by a debt crisis. In 2016, a bipartisan majority in Congress and the Obama administration imposed a fiscal control board to sort out Puerto Rico’s finances.

Add to this the devastation of Hurricane Maria in 2017, its shockingly high death toll of 3,000, and the sluggish governmental response that left some people without power for 11 months. Finally, mix in a dose of political instability. Thanks to a major scandal in 2019, the island’s elected governor, Ricardo Rossello, was forced to resign.

Remember — this was all happening while the mainland U.S., for all of its troubled and divisive politics, was in the middle of the longest economic expansion in U.S. history. Unemployment was at a record low, the stock market near a record high. Workers’ wages are rising on the back of increased productivity and competition for employees.

In this context, Puerto Ricans on the mainland are understandably concerned about the events back in Puerto Rico. As we will see below, mainland Puerto Ricans have nuanced views about the many contributing factors to these problems, but they are very likely to see statehood as part of the solution.

**Florida’s Puerto Rican voters**

Puerto Rico, as a territory, has no presidential electors. But Puerto Ricans exercise outsized influence in presidential elections, thanks to their island’s large and influential diaspora. There are more Puerto Ricans living in U.S. states today than there are Puerto Ricans. Moreover, as of 2017, the critical swing-state of Florida has a larger number of them than any other state.

Puerto Ricans are now a very large and influential voting bloc, comprising 1.1 million potential voters in a state that has chosen the winner in 17 out of the last 19 presidential elections.

The conventional wisdom about Florida is that probably no candidate — and certainly no Republican candidate — can win the presidency without it. But the voting data tell that story at an even more granular level.

Central Florida, the region that most of these Puerto Ricans have come to inhabit (specifically the Interstate-4 corridor between Orlando and Tampa), has been decisive in every U.S. presidential election since 1992. In every election where the Republican candidate gets 50 percent of the vote in 12 specific Central Florida counties, he wins the state and the presidency. When he falls short, he loses the state and the presidency.

For example, Donald Trump won in 2016 when he carried the region with 50.2 percent. Mitt Romney’s loss in 2012 came after he got only 49.8 percent in Central Florida and lost the state by less than 80,000 votes. George W. Bush won 50.5 percent in Central Florida, and went on to win the state and the presidency while testing the very limits of how close elections can be.
The region plays a similar role as a bellwether in other statewide races as well. Excepting 1994, when Jeb Bush won Central Florida but lost the governorship narrowly, the winner of this region has won every gubernatorial race since 1990. Given the region’s rapid population growth, it is increasingly unlikely that anyone could win Florida today without winning Central Florida.

It therefore behooves any politician planning a run in Florida — including all presidential candidates — to think carefully about the Puerto Rican voters living in this key battleground and of the strong opinions they retain about Puerto Rico’s status and future.

The aim of this paper is not to recommend a particular course for Puerto Ricans, or even for candidates. It is certainly not to recommend that political candidates adopt insincere positions on a topic they may not even care about in order to pander to one group of voters. But the data are very clear that candidates supportive of statehood will have a better chance with Florida’s Puerto Rican voters. Moreover, it is likely that candidates who are at least well-informed and respectful in their rhetoric on Puerto Rican self-determination will probably make a good impression on this crucial voting bloc compared to those who dismiss it out of hand or disparage Puerto Ricans’ ability to govern themselves.

By analyzing a series of relatively recent opinion surveys among Puerto Rican Floridians, we will now seek to determine what sort of messages are most likely to succeed and fail with these crucial voters on the issue of Puerto Rican statehood, and also to gain whatever insights there are into their views on other issues.

The firm Voter Surveys and Consulting (VSC) conducted two sequential surveys of Floridian Puerto Rican voters specifically living in Central Florida — the first in September 2014 and the second in late June and early July 2017.27 These polls, taken specifically for this study, will form the core of the survey data.

In order to test or confirm any findings, this paper also considers the results of the March 2019 survey of Puerto Rican voters throughout the state of Florida by Anzalone Liszt Grove (ALG) Research, mentioned above.

The VSC polls are especially useful because they asked identical questions and show a progression over time. For example, they reflect a significant change in the Puerto Rican voters who inhabit central Florida. Only 12 percent of the 400 Central Florida Puerto Ricans surveyed in 2014 had come to Florida directly from Puerto Rico, with others migrating there from other U.S. states. But by 2017 — such a short space of time — this share had quadrupled to 50 percent.

As one might expect under such circumstances, the share of respondents who said they had lived in the U.S. “their entire life” declined from 13 percent to just 4 percent. The share of those who had been in the U.S. for five years or less had doubled from 5 percent to 10 percent.

**Party Affiliation/Identification**

Part of the role of the staff of election campaigns is to understand various segments of the electorate and which way they naturally lean. Republicans do not simply ignore Democratic voter blocs, and vice versa. Rather, they calibrate and create performance goals for within each bloc.

For example, it is not enough for a Republican candidate merely to win the Evangelical vote — he or she must win this overwhelmingly Republican segment of the population by an overwhelming margin that reflects its lopsided political affiliation. Likewise, it is not enough for a Democrat to win black voters — in most states, Democrats cannot win elections without getting at least 85 percent of the black vote.

So it should not come as too much consolation for Democrats, nor with too much frustration for Republicans, that Puerto Rican voters in Florida are decisively Democratic. It only means that Democrats must try to run up the score with these voters, and that Republicans must work to blunt their advantage and lose by reasonable margins.

The two VSC polls point to a slight decrease over time in Democratic partisanship among Central Florida Puerto Ricans specifically. Respondents reported slightly decreased Democratic registration between the two polls — from 55 to 47 percent — and the share of registered Republicans grew from 19 percent to 26 percent. Unaffiliated and minor party registration was steady at 17 percent. In both cases, the results are slightly outside the poll’s 4.9 percent margin of error.

Compare these results with all Florida voters, 37 percent of whom are registered Democrats, 35 percent registered Republicans, and 27 percent unaffiliated. It is evident from this that Central Florida Puerto Ricans are significantly more Democratic than the median voter.

Of course, registration means only so much — Democrats have led in Florida by that measure for de-
cades, yet they lose far more statewide elections than they win. And so the poll also asked about partisan self-identification. The share of respondents who described themselves as “straight Democratic” or “mostly Democratic” voters declined between the 2014 and 2017 surveys from 47 to 34 percent, whereas the number claiming to be “straight” or “mostly” Republican voters increased from 12 to 23 percent. Meanwhile, the number in the middle — of voters who said they voted for “a few more Democrats,” “a few more Republicans,” or “about equally for both,” grew by less than either polls’ margin of error, from 29 to 33 percent.

The poll also asked about ideological affiliation. Between 2014 and 2017, the share of Central Floridian Puerto Ricans calling themselves “conservatives” dipped from 48 to 42 percent. The number calling themselves “liberals” increased from 17 to 24 percent. Another interesting finding indirectly hints that Florida Puerto Ricans are not your average Democrats. In its 2017 version, the VSC poll finds that 68 percent reported attending church at least once a month. Compare that to just 49 percent of all U.S. voters who do so, according to the 2016 national presidential exit poll. Given the strong correlation between frequency of church attendance and the tendency to vote Republican, one must conclude that this is not your typical strongly Democratic voter bloc.

The ALG poll, unlike the others, included South Florida Puerto Rican voters as about 25 percent of its sample. It also asked questions differently, so it should not be taken as a strict apples-to-apples comparison. However, its results regarding Puerto Rican voters’ general partisan tendencies are similar enough to provide confirmation. Fifty percent said they were registered Democrats, and 53 percent identified as “Democrat” (40 percent) or “lean Democrat” (13 percent). Eighteen percent were registered Republicans, and 22 percent identified as either “Republican” or “lean Republican.” One interesting finding in ALG’s 2019 poll was that older Puerto Ricans were more likely to call themselves Democrats, whereas younger ones were more likely to say they lack any sort of strong affiliation. Overall, 47 percent of respondents described themselves as “not committed to either party,” led by 53 percent of those under 50 — compare that to 50 percent of those 65 and up. This is consistent with the VSC polls’ findings of changes in partisanship over time. ALG did not specifically ask about ideology. But on the contentious issue of abortion, which often serves as an ideological marker in mainland U.S. politics, the survey does show Puerto Ricans to be unusually pro-life (49 percent) for such a strongly Democratic constituency.

Overall, the survey results suggest that Puerto Ricans living in Central Florida lean strongly Democratic compared to the median Florida voter, but that they are also much more conservative than the median Democrat; they might be getting more liberal over time, but they also might be getting less partisan and less Democratic.

The Status Issue

Puerto Rican voters care about a wide variety of issues — taxes, education, the economy, gun control, abortion — the same things other Americans care about. But they also have a unique issue associated with them — Puerto Rico’s status. And it is our goal to consider carefully what role it plays in a key part of a crucial battleground state that both parties will be fighting to win later this year.

First, the survey data show that Puerto Rican voters in Central Florida definitely care about this issue. VSC’s 2017 survey, taken just when the 2017 statehood referendum was underway, found that 85 percent of them believed the issue to be “extremely important” (40 percent) or “very important” (45 percent), an increase from 78 percent in 2014. The same poll shows 66 percent support for statehood.

This is consistent with ALG’s poll, in which 77 percent supported statehood and 80 percent of respondents said that the issue “is important for [their] 2020 vote.” Fifty-five percent called it “very important.”

The VSC surveys tested candidate positions on re-
Voter views of candidates

Both the VSC surveys and the ALG survey tested respondents’ favorability ratings for a variety of high-profile politicians in Florida and elsewhere. In all cases, the results suggest that even though few Floridian Puerto Ricans identify as Republicans, they do consider and sometimes even vote for Republican candidates.

Former Gov. and now Sen. Rick Scott, a Republican, is a case study for Republicans to consider when courting this vote. Between 2014, when Scott was running for re-election as governor, and 2017, when he was running against popular Democratic Sen. Bill Nelson, Scott managed to completely remake his image. In its September 2014 poll, VSC found him with a net nine-point unfavorable rating (28 to 37 percent fav/unfav) with this sub-population. But by summer 2017, deep into his second term, Scott had really turned things around, increasing his favorables by 21 points (49 to 35 percent fav/unfav). The ALG poll showed Scott with a similar 48 to 25 percent fav/unfav among Florida Puerto Ricans as of spring 2019.

In our discussion section, we will consider how Scott achieved this turnaround, and what it probably meant for his successful 2018 Senate campaign.

Note first, however, that Scott’s good rating is not merely a reflection of an incumbency advantage. Consider the case of Sen. Marco Rubio, another Republican and a member of South Florida’s Cuban-American community. Between 2014 and 2017, the VSC polls show Rubio’s image with Florida Puerto Ricans deteriorating amid higher unfavorable ratings. He went from
a net nine points positive (36 to 27 percent fav/unfav) to one point positive (44 to 43 percent). Again, this latter result is almost identical to the ALG poll of 2019 (40 percent fav / 41 percent unfav).

The exception that proves the rule seems to be President Trump. Trump's numbers with Florida's Puerto Ricans are astoundingly negative. In the 2017 VSC poll, President Trump got a 26 percent favorable and 67 percent unfavorable rating. His rating in the 2019 ALG poll is even worse at 69 percent unfavorable (60 percent saying they view him “very unfavorably”) and only 21 percent favorable. Clearly, there is something about Trump that these voters do not like. We will explore the reasons below.

As a side note, the ALG poll tested the favorables of other officials of Puerto Rican heritage, including Democratic U.S. Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (43 to 20 percent fav/unfav) and Nydia Velazquez (34 to 12 percent fav/unfav) of New York, both of whom received high marks. So did Orlando-area Rep. Darren Soto, a Democrat (38 to 6 percent fav/unfav).

So did Puerto Rico's elected Republican representative to the U.S. Congress, Resident Commissioner Jenniffer Gonzalez (37 to 18 percent fav/unfav) who endorsed, campaigned for, and cut ads for Rick Scott in 2018.

Unfortunately, ALG did not test the favorables of Republican Gov. Ron DeSantis, who also had not risen to prominence in time for the 2017 VSC poll. (Polls taken in early 2020 suggest that, for a conservative Republican, he is unusually popular with non-white voters in Florida, with an approval rating above 60 percent with both Hispanic and African American respondents in at least one poll.)

**Discussion**

For Republican and conservative politicians, Florida's Puerto Rican voters are definitely an away game. But good teams are capable of playing well on the road.

Polling is an inexact science. One must always avoid reading the tea leaves too closely, confusing tiny margins in opinion surveys with definitive evidence pointing to ironclad conclusions. However, it is certainly reasonable to draw cautious and limited inferences from multiple polls that show both overwhelming majorities for a given position and a great intensity of support for it.

In this case, the survey data show that Floridian Puerto Rican voters really, really care about Puerto Rico's status. They support statehood for the island by an overwhelming margin. They believe even more strongly that Congress should respect Puerto Rican voters and give them statehood if they do choose it with a clear referendum result. And they tell pollsters that the issue will affect their vote in 2020.

Taken together, these findings provide ample evidence that candidates who either support statehood or are at least just respectful of Puerto Rican self-determination will have a better chance with these key voters than those that don't.

In light of the lopsided findings, the contrapositive appears reasonable as well — that those who harshly reject or even disparage the idea of statehood, or who go out of their way to imply that Puerto Ricans are incapable of governing themselves, are very likely to alienate that same Florida voter population.

This may be what separates a candidate like Rick Scott from a candidate like his friend, Donald Trump.

For a small taste of how this issue works in Florida, consider again that 2017 VSC poll, which was taken more than a year before the November 2018 election. In a very early ballot test of the Florida Senate race (which Scott ultimately won), it found Puerto Rican Floridians favoring Sen. Bill Nelson over Scott, 49 to 32 percent.

This is not too surprising — Scott polled relatively well for a Republican, but this is a Democratic cohort, and Nelson had even stronger favorables than Scott. However, look behind those numbers and you get a glimpse of the role that Puerto Rico's status is playing in the background. Among statehood supporters, this race between Scott and Nelson was nearly a tie — 44 to 40 percent in Nelson's favor. But Nelson built up a large lead with this dominance among opponents of statehood, whether they supported Puerto Rican independence (55 to 23 percent for Nelson over Scott) or continued commonwealth status (68 to 12 percent for Nelson).

Some Republicans might look at such lopsided numbers and lose hope, but this is not how elections are run or messages tested. In a state with dozens of key constituencies and critical battlegrounds, a successful campaign thinks about how to win 20 percent of one group instead of just 10 percent, 35 percent of another group instead of 25 percent, *et cetera*.

Republicans must realize that when they scrap for those few extra percentage points with Puerto Ricans in Florida, they will be aiming their pitch primarily at statehood supporters.

Yes, mainland Republicans do have many other
things in common with Florida’s Puerto Ricans — things that mainland Republicans are more likely to consider matters of principle. Florida Puerto Ricans are mostly pro-life, for example (49 to 44 percent, according to the ALG poll), they attend church at much higher rates than other Americans, and 42 percent think of themselves as “conservative.” In this, they resemble other Hispanic voter groups that Republicans have feebly tried and, to date, mostly failed to win over.

Yet the key point remains: as long as statehood remains an issue, its supporters will be the Puerto Rican voters most open to hearing from and voting for Republican candidates.

In this discussion, we will ponder the performance of three different Republicans. Here are the highlights:

- Rick Scott, now a senator, defeated a strong incumbent U.S. senator after backing statehood and running one of the most aggressive Puerto Rican outreach operations ever seen in Florida. He outperformed Ron DeSantis (simultaneously running for governor) in the Puerto Rican areas of Central Florida, despite winning by a narrower margin statewide.

- DeSantis, who won his election alongside Scott, was not hostile toward Puerto Rican statehood, having supported a pro-statehood bill in the U.S. House at one point. He simply did not focus as much time or resources on this particular population. His overall strategy still worked, but as someone running against a first-time statewide candidate (Andrew Gillum, mayor of Tallahassee), he might have had more potential to score among Puerto Ricans in particular. It is evident that he failed to win a lot of votes in Central Florida that Scott managed to get.

- Donald Trump has astoundingly and probably unnecessarily high negative ratings with Puerto Rican voters in Florida. This comes after his perfunctory dismissal of statehood based on the competence of leaders in Puerto Rico, but there could also be a lot of other reasons for it. Although Trump found his way to a majority in Florida in 2016 with just 26 percent of the non-Cuban Hispanic vote, there is no guarantee that other Republicans can replicate such a feat.

By all rights, Rick Scott probably should have lost in 2018. It was a Democratic election year and, unlike DeSantis, he was facing a well-liked and entrenched Democratic incumbent. No one even thought Bill Nelson, a former astronaut who had served three terms in the U.S. Senate, was in any danger.

But Scott had specific personal advantages — unlimited personal money, an unusually energetic campaign, and a great strategy that included a relentless effort to win over Latino voters. In psephological terms, these factors allowed him to turn nothing into something.
tell Puerto Ricans that they were welcome in Florida.

Even though it had been Trump who initially convinced him to run for Senate in 2018, Scott both openly criticized Trump and absented himself from a Trump campaign rally in late July. (He did later attend one in October.)

The result of all this is interesting and suggestive, if not completely definitive. DeSantis, who was concurrently running for governor and won election on the same day Scott did, won statewide by a larger margin.32 But in the 12 Central Florida counties discussed above, Scott outperformed him. Scott won 51.2 percent there, DeSantis 50.4 percent.33 And that may seem like a small difference, but for Scott it was the difference between winning and losing. Scott won his Senate seat by only 10,000 votes. Had he performed only as well as DeSantis in those Central Florida counties — either in terms of vote share or total votes — he would have lost the election.

To zoom in further, Scott managed to find a combined 15,000 more votes than DeSantis did in three of the most Puerto Rican-heavy counties in that region — Orange County (209,000 Puerto Rican residents), Osceola County (124,000), and Hillsborough County (129,000).34

Daniel Allott, writing for National Review, looked at Central Florida at an even more granular level, scrutinizing each of Volusia County’s 125 precincts.35 He found that even though DeSantis had represented this entire county in the U.S. House, Scott had managed to pry 1,000 more votes than DeSantis did out of the 16 precincts where the population was more than 25 percent Hispanic (not necessarily Puerto Rican).

Think of Scott’s run as a model for future runs. Were he to run for re-election in 2024, he would likely face a less popular opponent than Nelson. It is not unthinkable that he could do much better among Florida Puerto Ricans. Among the ones supporting statehood, he would have a reasonable shot at tying, and then losing this demographic by, say 20 points instead of 30. That would be curtains for almost any Democratic opponent.

In contrast, consider Trump. For one thing, he publicly dismissed statehood without giving it much of a chance — at least “until they get some people that really know what they’re doing.” He now has strikingly (and perhaps unnecessarily) high negative ratings with a critical group. Trump clearly wants to be popular with Puerto Ricans, especially the ones in Florida — his Twitter missive about faked death tolls ended with “I love Puerto Rico!” But this is hard to do when you call into question Puerto Ricans’ ability to govern themselves. Yes, we saw above that Floridian Puerto Ricans favor statehood by large margins. But by even larger margins, they want their voice and their vote to be respected — which is to say, fully 85 percent “think that Congress should abide by the election results of a yes/no statehood vote in the island of Puerto Rico,” according to the ALG survey. From that perspective, Trump’s message might come as a slap in the face.

There is surely more to Trump’s unpopularity with Florida Puerto Ricans than just statehood. Trump’s feud with local Puerto Rican officials over hurricane aid and hurricane deaths may have come off as petty.36 Both Scott and Ron DeSantis — a strong Trump ally up to that point — had to distance themselves from Trump’s remarks about the number of hurricane deaths.

And there are surely reasons Trump is unpopular here that aren’t related to Puerto Rican politics at all. His uncompromising immigration stance is just one example. Although Puerto Ricans are not immigrants, they care about the issue, and the ones in Florida strongly
disagree with Trump's point of view. ALG offered respondents a choice of two statements on immigration. Only 28 percent agreed with the Trumpist message: "No undocumented immigrant should be allowed to cross the border to reside in the U.S. The United States needs stricter border control."37

So it’s important to remember, when looking at how various politicians perform, that not everything revolves around Puerto Rico.38

Still, as Scott’s example reminds us, Republicans are always going to be appealing primarily to statehood supporters whenever they approach Floridian Puerto Ricans for votes. Deride and belittle what is such a key issue for them right up top, and the battle to persuade them or convince them to overlook other points of disagreement becomes harder right from the start.

Perhaps Trump’s expression of frustration with San Juan’s mayor does not need to be his final, irrevocable position on the issue. Or perhaps it will be. Either way, future Republican candidates can learn from his mistake.

Note that when ALG asked its sample in 2019 to discuss reasons why Puerto Rico had so many problems, the two strongest points of agreement were on sentiments that one could naturally hear on the lips of Trump or any other conservative Republican candidate for office:

- An overwhelming majority (79 percent) agreed with the statement that “[e]xcessive taxes have overburdened Puerto Ricans and Puerto Rican businesses, hurting jobs and the local economy...”
- A very large majority (71 percent) blamed “corruption and incompetence of all Puerto Rican governments” (meaning both territorial and local) for the “current crisis in Puerto Rico.”

This latter point is actually distantly related to what Trump said, just a lot less personal. One could imagine him making a similar point without dismissing the dreams of statehood that many Puerto Ricans harbor precisely because they are frustrated by the corruption and incompetence he was referring to.

The ALG poll even identifies a potential message for use against Democratic politicians who support statehood for Washington, D.C. but equivocate on or oppose statehood for Puerto Rico, usually out of deference to left-wing anti-statehood politicians. The poll showed that 47 percent of Floridian Puerto Rican voters "would resent Democrats who support statehood for D.C., but not for Puerto Rico," with 31 percent "strongly resent[ing]" such politicians. On this particular matter, registered Democratic voters are even slightly more likely to "resent" (50 percent) and "strongly resent" (35 percent) such Democrats. To be sure, this is not an obvious 75-25 message like many of the others discussed here, but it offers a negative message to accompany the positive messages of support for Puerto Rican self-determination or even statehood.

Conclusion

Florida’s Puerto Rican population has become a kingmaker. It now exceeds one million, and it is concentrated in the part of Florida considered most important to winning statewide elections there.

Puerto Ricans in Florida are therefore massively influential now. All candidates for office in that state, and all presidential candidates, must think about smart ways of approaching them.

Surveys show that they are strongly Democratic in an evenly divided state, although they are unusually conservative for Democrats. Democrats must compete to win their votes by very large margins if they have any hope of winning statewide races, and Republicans can achieve victory by limiting their margins of loss, blunting the Democratic advantage with these voters.

Florida’s Puerto Rican voters are very strongly supportive of Puerto Rican statehood. They also want to elect officials who share their view, or who at least take the issue seriously and will respect Puerto Ricans’ self-determination. They disapprove — sometimes strongly — of politicians who disparage this dream and speak of Puerto Ricans as if they were unable to govern themselves.

As it happens, statehood voters are also the ones most likely to support Republicans. This means that when Republicans make their pitch and scrap for a greater share of the Puerto Rican vote in Florida, they are appealing primarily to statehood supporters.

As the examples of Rick Scott and Donald Trump show, Republicans are capable of endearing themselves to Puerto Rican voters in Florida and also of doing quite the opposite. If Republicans wish to extend their long winning streak in Florida, they will have to find what they have in common with Puerto Rican voters and make the best case they can.
This includes Hawaii, which had applied for annexation in 1893 and was in fact annexed before the Spanish-American War had ended.

The amendment to the war resolution was proposed by Sen. Henry Teller, R-Colo.
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23 Left-wing statehood opponents disparage this appointed panel as "la Junta." But the federal government would not be able to impose such a panel if Puerto Rico were a state. This is one of many puzzling aspects to the arguments put forth by anti-statehood campaigners.


25 This region comprises Orange, Brevard, Hernando, Lake, Marion, Polk, Seminole, Sumter, Volusia, Osceola, Pasco, and Hillsborough Counties. This streak only goes back to 1992 because Ross Perot's presence in the race muddied the waters, allowing George H.W. Bush to carry Florida with only 40.9 percent of the statewide vote and 42.4 percent of Central Florida.

26 Source: Florida Department of State, Division of Elections. Accessed at http://election.dos.state.fl.us/Elections/ResultsArchive/Index.asp

27 “I-4 Puerto Rican Residents,” September 2014, and “Central Florida Puerto Ricans: Findings from 403 Telephone interviews conducted in June / July 2017.” The methodology of the two polls was almost identical, and is described thus in the latter: “We interviewed 403 Puerto Ricans residing in the Orlando and Tampa / St Petersburg media markets. Respondents were selected from a file of residents with Hispanic surnames. Respondents were interviewed if they were of Puerto Rican origin….The margin of error associated with the results is +/-4.9%.

28 Between statewide elections for president, governor, the three current state constitutional offices, and U.S. Senate, Democrats have won only 7 out of the 32 statewide elections held in Florida since 2000.

29 Unfortunately, the specific question of church attendance was not broken out for Florida only. The 2016 exit poll is accessible at https://www.cnn.com/election/2016/results/exit-polls


33 He also outperformed Trump's 2016 share of the vote (50.2 percent).

34 U.S. Census, American Community Survey One-Year Estimates.


36 On Sept. 13, 2018 -- less than two months before the midterm election -- Trump tweeted: "3000 people did not die in the two hurricanes that hit Puerto Rico. When I left the Island, AFTER the storm had hit, they had anywhere from 6 to 18 deaths. As time went by it did not go up by much. Then, a long time later, they started to report really large numbers, like 3000...” He followed up: “This was done by the Democrats in order to make me look as bad as possible when I was successfully raising Billions of Dollars to help rebuild Puerto Rico. If a person died for any reason, like old age, just add them onto the list. Bad politics. I love Puerto Rico!”

37 A large majority of 65 percent agreed with the opposing message, that “undocumented immigrants should be allowed to cross the border to reside in the U.S. and have a pathway to U.S. citizenship, if they follow laws and pay taxes.” A similar point tends to be lost when it comes to the larger national pool of Hispanic voters. Most of them don't really have any more of a personal connection to the issue of immigration than any native-born non-Hispanic person.